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The Orange County located in Indirapuram, Ghaziabad in nothing less than a dream project by the
trusted and reputed Meriton Group. The spectacular homes there are nothing short of amazing and
close to a dreamy haven for dwellers who seek to reside away from cityâ€™s hustle and bustle.
Rejuvenate and revitalize your senses in the lap of nature while you plan your day ahead and watch
your kids grow up in a safe and healthy environment. These beautiful abodes have been crafted to
gratify the desires and needs of the people who demand nothing less than perfection, comfort and
luxury for themselves and their families.

Meriton Group, a highly syndicated name in the industry, is behind the Orange County Indirapuram
dream-concept in Ghaziabad. The Group is among the most time-honored and recognized real
estate and developing corporate in India. It has a number of residential apartments and commercial
complexes to its name and always embarks upon new and advanced deals to benchmark their
name in the realty sector .Orange County promises its residents a true world class living experience
with the finest facilities and plush modern amenities.

Soak into complete relaxation as the homes here are nothing less than artistic spa-like which are
completely therapeutic too. Take a look around and bask in the glory of this man made beauty that
reflects Mother Nature in each brick and stone it comprises of. The Orange County is a next
generation lifestyle housing complex which provides its residents a peaceful, rustic, and country-
side environment to reside without  compromising on all the modern day facilities, be it educational
or recreational.

The magnificent interiors or the scenic exteriors, the Orange County does offer a treat to your
senses. Step into this luxurious retreat and melt into what is called as â€œpure blissâ€•. Indirapuram being
a green and clean city is definitely becoming a hotspot for the home seekers far away from pollution
and hustle bustle. A plethora of tastefully done apartments and designer penthouses awaits you as
you get an array of stunning residences to choose from. Suit your budget or go with your style,
because at Orange County, Luxury comes at its best!

The housing plans at Orange County have been made keeping the environment in mind to bring you
the best of eco-friendly surroundings. All the apartments are provided with 100% power back up, 24
hour running water, detailed and intricate floor work and woodwork to facilitate you with the best
living experience.

So come along to the Orange County and live life majestically, only, more close to the nature!
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Rahul - About Author:
There are multiple a Flats for sale in Indirapuram coming up, a Orange County Indirapuram and a
Cloud 9 Indirapuram being two of the most affordable projects in Indirapuram.
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